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You're Beautiful - Wikipedia
You're Beautiful is a South Korean television series, starring
Jang Keun-suk , Park Shin-hye, Jung Yong-hwa of CN Blue and
Lee Hong-gi of F.T. Island.
James Blunt - You're Beautiful - text, p?eklad mail.pinkdate.is
"You're Beautiful" is a song co-written by the British singer
James Blunt, Sacha Skarbek, and Amanda Ghost for Blunt's debut
album, Back to Bedlam ().

You are beautiful — Penelope Dullaghan
Since , we've been the little sticker with a big message.
Millions of stickers in languages shared. Get yours & keep the
hopeful movement going!.
You're Beautiful (TV series) - Wikipedia
You Are Beautiful is more than a little sticker, it's an idea.
It's a way to brighten someone's day, a way to pat a stranger
on the back, a way to remind ourselves.
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